


THE
PROBLEM

Missing people
shatters lifes,

families &
communities.

Wars & conflicts
Human rights
abuses
Natural & manmaid
disasters
Organized crime
Trafficking
Drug related
violence 
Migration

WHO ARE WE
MISSING?





MILLIONS HAVE LOVED ONES THAT LEFT HOME
ONE DAY... AND NEVER CAME BACK



FOR MANY, LOOSING SOMEONE IS THE MOST
PAINFUL  EXPERIENCE THEY HAVE LIVED



NOT KNOWING WHAT
HAPPEN IS UNBERABLE 



A descentralized
system to enable
anyone to post
missing people & 
 match them with
found people.OUR SOLUTION



INCLUSIVE

Available worldwide

and easy to use.

Only needs an

email and a

password. 

IMMUTABLE

This database can't

be tempered by any

government or

other parties.

DECENTRALIZED

A P2P database that

resolves the lack of

comprehensive &

reliable statistics on

missing people.

KEY BENEFITS



THE PROCCESS

ACCESS THE

PLATFORM &

UPLOADS DATA

Access the

platform only with

email &

password.to upload

the missing

person's photo and

personal data.

STORE DATA

IN IPFS

Photo & personal

data are stored

on IPFS to be

retrived when

needed to

compare it to

real faces.

IPFS INFO IS

STORED ON

POLYGON  

IPFS address

saved in polygon

as an NFT.

SEEKER FOUNDER

USE CAMERA

DEVICE 

Frame potential

missing person's

face with the

camera device to

find a match.

MATCH



SEEKERS

Mothers, Fathers, Siblings,

Partners and all those looking for

their loved ones or missing people

USERS

FOUNDERS

Non-profits, public servants,

workers interacting with potential

missing people & other seekers



VULNERABLES

COMMUNITIES

Help kids, migrants,

disabled, victims of

traffic and other

vulnerable people get

back home & reunite

to their loved ones.

MISSING PETS

Eventually this

technology can be

used for other

purposes as finding

missing pets.

UNRECOGNIZED

DISEASED 

Help families get

certainty, closure &

reunite with the

remains of their

missing loved ones.

Applicable on wars,

conflicts, disasters,

etc.

 

USE CASES



Tech stack

CUSTODIAL WALLET

STRUCTURE

To allow any user to

access the platform

easily only with email

and a password.

IPFS

To store the

biometric and

personal data

securely and call it

when comparing is

needed.

721 SMART

CONTRACT ON

POLYGON

To store the IPFS

address as an NFT

on the polygon

blockchain.

FACE

 COMPARISION AI

To compare the

photos stored on

IPFS with the faces

captured by he

devices of the

founders.



IPFS

As a fast, safe and open

P2P network to store

descentralize data.

LINK TO
PARTNERS

PUBLIC GOODS ON

POLYGON

Democratizing access to

data & justice. A human

right & a public good.

USER ONBOARDING

ON POLYGON

Using a custodial wallet

to make it easy to

access to anyone.


